In this paper, by introducing some parameters and estimating the weight coefficient, we give a new Hilbert's inequality with the integral in whole plane and with a non-homogeneous and the equivalent form is given as well. The best constant factor is calculated by the way of Complex Analysis.
Introduction
If  , where the constant factor π is the best possible. Inequality (1.1) is well-known as Hilbert's integral inequality, which has been extended by Hardy-Riesz as [2] : In recent years, by introducing some parameters and estimating the way of weight function, inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) have many generalizations and variants (1.1) has been strengthened by Yang and others. (including double series inequalities) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
In 2005 Yang gave a Hilbert-type Inequality [3] as
, and
where the constant factor 
where the constant factor
also is the best possible. In this paper, by using the way of weight function and the technic of real analysis and by the way of complex analysis, a new Hilbert-type inequality with the integral in whole plane is given.
In the following, we always suppose that: 
Some Lemmas
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